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h i g h l i g h t s
� A steam system model is developed for the analysis of existing steam power plant in a refinery.
� Optimization and retrofit strategies are taken into account to improve the site performance.
� The best energy utilization is determined by the optimization.
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A comprehensive mathematical model is developed for the operational optimization and retrofit of indus-
trial steam systems. The problem of maximizing the cost reduction given by the difference in annual
operating costs minus the annualized investment cost of the retrofit is formulated as a mixed integer
nonlinear program (MINLP) based on a collection of unit models. The steam power plant of a traditional
petroleum refinery is analyzed and retrofitted based on the proposed MINLP formulation. The operating
conditions are firstly optimized to investigate whether there is room for improvement without modifying
existent units or layout. Thereafter, retrofit possibilities on internal steam turbine or layout are taken into
account to enhance steam utilization efficiency. Feasiblemethod for inspiring the total site steam integration
among adjacent companies is finally deliberated, where the steam ejector is adopted to upgrade the lower
pressure import steam for being directed into the existent steam headers. The results of various degrees of
retrofit on the steam system of a practical refinery verify the applicability of the proposed approach.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Steam systems are a major fuel consumer in industry and the
main energy supplier for industrial process plants. Modern steam
systems are typically designed for combined heat and power gen-
eration (or cogeneration). Numerous investigations have been
conducted in the past few decades to improve the energy perfor-
mance of steam systems.

Methodologies for obtaining the optimal steam system configu-
rations can be broadly divided into heuristics with thermal targets
and mathematical optimization techniques. Heuristic methods for
the synthesis of steam systems were first studied by Nishio et al. [1].
Chou and Shih [2] also applied the thermodynamic approach to the
design of plant utility systems. The objective of their approaches is to
achieve the maximum thermal efficiency of the plants. However,
such designs normally require high capital investment and are
therefore not necessarily attractive from the point of view of total
cost. To establish the optimal capital-energy trade-off, Bruno et al. [3]
x: þ886 2 23623040.
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proposed mathematical optimization methods for designing steam
plants, taking into account different conflicting objectives (e.g.
operating and capital costs). All the possible configurations are sys-
tematically considered with a superstructure, and the corresponding
optimization models are mixed-integer programs involving contin-
uous and discrete (binary) variables.

For multi-period operation of utility systems, Hui and Natori [4]
developed a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) technique
incorporating discrete decisions such as turning equipment on and
off. Iyer and Grossmann [5] later presented a decomposition algo-
rithm, in which a two-stage approach involving the solution of the
MILP subproblems was developed along with the shortest path al-
gorithm to reduce the computational expense. In addition, Maia and
Qassim [6] used simulated annealing to synthesize utility systems
with variable demands. Micheletto et al. [7] focused on operational
optimization of the utility system of a practical oil refinery.

Dhole and Linnhoff [8] proposed total site integration for a set of
processes served by a centralized steam system, with a targeting
approach developed for sites consisting of multiple processes.
This approach was then extended by Hui and Ahmad [9], and it
was shown that reducing exergy losses in heat exchanger networks
will ultimately benefit power generation in steam systems. Kleme�s
r plants in a petroleum refinery, Applied Thermal Engineering (2013),
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et al. [10] extended the targeting and design methodology for
reduction of fuel, power and CO2 on total sites. Bandyopadhyay et al.
[11] proposed using the site utility grand composite curve to esti-
mate the total site cogeneration potential. The application of the
pinch-based total site approach for a large-scale steel plant was
presented by Matsuda et al. [12]. Abadi et al. [13] studied the inte-
gration methodology for the steam power plant and the process
utility system. Ghannadzadeh et al. [14] developed a new shaft work
targetingmodel for the estimation of cogeneration potential prior to
the design of the total site utility system. In addition, a numerical
technique for total site sensitivity analysis was developed by Liew
et al. [15] to assess the impact of operational changes on a cogen-
eration system. Recently, the total site concept has been extended to
a broader set of entities, including various industrial entities, com-
mercial and service buildings and residential areas [16].

Apart from targeting, network design for steam systems with
total site integration was performed by Papoulias and Grossmann
[17], who combined the MILPmodels and the transshipment model
for the simultaneous synthesis of utility and heat recovery systems.
It wasmentioned that this strategy does not include energy transfer
from the process plant to the utility plant. Shang and Kokossis [18]
later considered the possibility of steam generation by processes so
that the total site performance can be improved further. Similar
work has also been addressed by Chen and Lin [19], with steam
header levels automatically determined by optimization. In addi-
tion, Varbanov et al. [20] used a similar technique to address the
cost-effective de-carbonization problem. Note that the above-
mentioned works have focused mainly on the design of steam
systems. To overcome this limitation, Chen and Lin [21] recently
presented simultaneous network design of steam and heat recovery
systems, and emphasized its application on chemical plants [22].

For total site energy integration in industrial sectors, the basic
idea is business cooperation in an attempt to share resources (e.g.
materials, water, energy, etc.) efficiently to reduce waste and
pollution, increase economic gains and improve environmental
performance for sustainable development. Mattila et al. [23]
assessed the total environmental impacts of an industrial symbio-
sis. Zhang et al. [24] developed an approach to early planning and
design of the total site around an oil refinery. The proposed
methodology canmodel the energy andmaterial flows between the
prospective members and quantify the benefits of integrating
different firms. For total site heat integration, it is essential to
determine the amounts of sources or energy to be imported or
exported before practical implementation. This is no doubt a
challenge for the companies because they would have to analyze a
series of scenarios for decision making, and the alternatives involve
changes of operation and various retrofits of the existent layout.
Fortunately, this difficulty can readily be dealt with through the
application of total site integration techniques, assuming that
sources can be imported or exported within an industrial park.

In this paper, the objective is to develop a steam system model
to analyze and assess existing steam power plants. The model will
be able to handle the general operation, retrofit and total site steam
integration problem.

2. Problem definition

The problem studied in this article focuses on the optimization
and retrofit of an existent steampower plant in a traditional refinery.
Fig.1 shows the plant layout and current operating conditions. There
are three boilers producing steam at 101 (B1 and the site boiler) and
20.6 bar (B3), four levels of steam headers (101 bar, 20.6 bar, 4.5 bar
and condensate) and four steam turbines (ST1 for generating elec-
tricity and ST2-ST4 for providing shaft power). Although the site
boiler at the refinery complex produces 208.3 t/h of steam (101 bar)
Please cite this article in press as: C.-L. Chen, et al., Retrofit of steam powe
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for self use, the steam plant still has to provide three levels of steam
and electricity to satisfy heating and power demands of the refinery
processes. Currently, the steam plant imports 35 t/h of medium
pressure steam (18 bar and 215 �C) from an adjacent steel mill for
local heating. The import flow rate may be increased to 120 t/h if the
steam can be upgraded to 20.6 bar and 260 �C. In order to improve
the efficiency of steam utilization and promote total site steam
integration, it is desired to examine the existing steam system and
propose feasible solutions to increase steam import from the steel
mill, where steam is produced at a much lower cost than in the
refinery. For comprehensive studies, this work involves operational
optimization of the existent steam plant and exploring its retrofit
possibilities. The former is to improve the performance of the cur-
rent layout, while the latter provides additional options to overcome
the limitations of the existent system.

3. Model formulation

In order to take into account various operational optimization
and retrofit options efficiently, a mixed-integer nonlinear program-
ming (MINLP) model is developed for the refinery steam system. As
mentioned earlier, the goal would be to import more steam from the
adjacent steel mill. This steam systemmodel is based on a collection
of unit models shown in Fig. 2, which consists of boilers b˛B
(Fig. 2(a)) to produce different levels of steam, steam turbines t˛T
(Fig. 2(b)) to provide shaft power or generate electricity, and headers
i˛I (Fig. 2(c)) for steam distribution. These unit models collectively
act as a superstructure to represent an existing steam system and its
retrofit options. The proposed model is comprised mainly of mass
and energy balance equations and logical constraints representing
flow rate and capacity limits as well as the interconnection of units.

Modeling equations associated with boilers, steam turbines,
steam headers and shaft demands ðj˛J Þ are presented below. It is
first assumed that the imported level i steam can directly be used in
the process, in which case the process steam demand ðFpdi Þ will be
reduced by the amount of steam import ðf imp;s

i Þ.
Eqs. (1) and (2) describe the mass and energy balances for

header i. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the inlet streams may be steam from
boilers b (fbi), steam turbines t connected to higher pressure
headers i0 ðfi0itÞ, the higher pressure header i0 ðfi0 iÞ, process supply
ðFpsi Þ or import ðf imp;s

i Þ, or may be water through the let-down
station ðf ldi Þ; while the outlet steam of header i may be dis-
charged to the lower pressure header i0 through turbine t ðfii0tÞ,
dispatched to meet the process demand ðFpdi Þ, vent to the envi-
ronment ðf venti Þ or exported ðf exp;si Þ to neighboring sites.

X
b˛B

fbiþ
X
i0˛I
i0< i

X
t˛T

fi0itþ
X
i0˛I
i0< i

fi0iþ f ldi þFpsi

¼
X
i0˛I
i0> i

X
t˛T

fii0tþ
X
i0˛I
i0> i

fii0 þFpdi � f imp; s
i þ f venti þ f exp;si ci˛I (1)

X
b˛B

fbihbiþ
X
i0˛I
i0< i

X
t˛T

fi0ithi0itþ
X
i0˛I
i0< i

fi0ihi0 þ f ldi HdeaerþFpsi Hps
i

¼

0
BB@
X
i0˛I
i0> i

X
t˛T

fii0tþ
X
i0˛I
i0> i

fii0 þFpdi � f imp; s
i þ f venti þ f exp;si

1
CCAhi ci˛I

(2)
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Fig. 1. Steam distribution network for the existent plant.
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Eq. (3) defines the mass balance for boiler b: the feed water flow
rate (f bfwb ) is equal to the amount of steam produced (fbi) plus the
blowdown flow rate (f bdbi ). The blowdown water is extracted as
saturated liquid, and its flow rate is assumed to be a fixed fraction
(4) of the steam production, as given in Eq. (4). Eq. (5) describes the
energy balance for boiler b. The fuel consumption (fbu) is given by
Eq. (6), where Zbu is a binary parameter indicating whether fuel u is
used in boiler b (Zbu¼ 1) or not (Zbu¼ 0), hb the efficiency of boiler b,
and HLHV

u the low heating value of fuel u.

f bfwb ¼
X
i˛I

fbi þ
X
i˛I

f bdbi cb˛B (3)

f bdbi ¼ 4fbi cb˛B; i˛I (4)

f bfwb Hdeaer þ qb ¼
X
i˛I

fbihbi þ
X
i˛I

f bdbi H
sat;l
i cb˛B (5)
Fig. 2. Unit models for a typical steam distribution netw
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fbu ¼ Zbuqb
hbHLHV

u
cb˛B; u˛U (6)
The steam turbine performance model adopted in this work can
be found in Aguilar et al. [25]. Rated turbine performance is usually
reported as curves on an isentropic efficiency versus flow rate plot
(e.g. Ref. [26]) so that the design shaft power and steam mass flow
through a turbine can be determined graphically. If this information
is used to plot the isentropic power against the real shaft output,
the resulting trends are linear and can be represented with linear
equations. To incorporate both rated and part-load operation of
the equipment into mathematical expressions, the Willans’ Line
concept [27] can be exploited, given that it represents part-load
turbine performance with a linear equation. Eqs. (7)e(11) present
the performance model, in which the shaft power produced by
steam turbine t between headers i and i0 ðwii0tÞ is a function of its
unit size ðWd

ii0tÞ, unit load ðfii0tÞ and inleteoutlet steam conditions,
namely the isentropic enthalpy difference ðDhisii0tÞ and the satura-
tion temperature difference ðDTsatii0 Þ. The numerical values of those
regression coefficients are shown in Table 1.
ork: (a) boiler (b) steam turbine (c) steam header.
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Table 1
Regression coefficients for the steam turbine model.

Back-pressure
turbines (t˛BT )

Condensing
turbines (t˛CT )

Units

a0 10.000000 �0.000021 kW
a1 7.000000 0.297263 kW/�C
a2 1.312466 1.601699 e

a3 �0.000910 �0.001596 1/�C
aL 0.224361 �0.010000 e

bL �0.000777 0.000326 1/�C
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wii0t ¼ Dhisii0t
Lii00 þ 1
Bii0

fii0t � Lii0W
d
ii0t � ðLii0 þ 1Þ Aii0

Bii0
ci; i0˛I ; t˛T

(7)

fii0thii0t ¼ fii0t
�
hi � 0:838Dhisii0t

�
þ 809:721 ci; i0˛I ; t˛T (8)

Aii0 ¼ a0 þ a1DT
sat
ii0 ci; i0˛I (9)

Bii0 ¼ a2 þ a3DT
sat
ii0 ci; i0˛I (10)

Lii0 ¼ aL þ bLDT
sat
ii0 ci; i0˛I (11)

Eq. (12) represents the cooling water requirement ðqcwii0t Þ for a
condensing steam turbine to enhance its performance:

qcwii0t ¼ fii0tðhii0t � hi0tÞ ci; i0˛I ; t˛CT (12)

where hii0t and hi0t are the enthalpies of the outlet steam of
condensing turbine t and its condensate to header i0.

For steam turbines employed to satisfy shaft demands ðWdem;s
j Þ,

Eqs. (13) and (14) ensure that the actual power delivered by drivers
attached to a common shaft meets the corresponding demand:

X
i;i0˛I
i<i0

wii0t ¼
X
j˛J

wtj ct˛TS (13)

X
t˛TS

wtj ¼ Wdem;s
j cj˛J (14)

where wtj is the shaft power from turbine t to demand j. Eq. (15)
depicts the overall power balance for the steam system, in which
there are also steam turbines generating electricity to satisfy the
power demand (Wdem,e). Note that electricity import (wimp,e) and
export (wexp,e) are considered as there can be a power deficit or
surplus.

X
i;i0˛I
i<i0

X
t˛TE

wii0t þwimp;e ¼ Wdem;e þwexp;e (15)

In addition, it is assumed that the electricity generated by the
steam system cannot be exported unless all the device and process
demands are satisfied. This is ensured by Eq. (16), which prevents
the electricity import and export from occurring at the same time.
Eqs. (17) and (18) are introduced to correlate the binary variables
Please cite this article in press as: C.-L. Chen, et al., Retrofit of steam powe
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with the continuous variables, with U being a large enough upper
bound.

zimp;e þ zexp;e � 1 (16)

wimp;e � Uzimp;e (17)

wexp;e � Uzexp;e (18)

Logical constraints using binary variables are imposed to limit
the interconnection of units. Eq. (19) states that an existing boiler b
(zb ¼ 1) generates one level of steam, and therefore one connection
exists between the boiler and a steam header (one nonzero zbi).
Similarly, Eq. (20) states that an operating steam turbine t (zt ¼ 1)
can deliver power to one shaft demand (at most one nonzero ztj).
Eq. (21) ensures that a turbine works between a higher and a lower
pressure headers ðzii0t ¼ 1Þ.

zb ¼
X
i˛I

zbi cb˛B (19)

zt �
X
j˛J

ztj ct˛T (20)

zii0t � zt �
X

i; i0˛I
i < i0

zii0t ci; i0˛I ; i < i0; t˛T (21)

The following constraints represent the upper and lower
limits for the flow rates and the amounts of power produced/
delivered:

Ubzbi � fbi � Ubzbi cb˛B; i˛I (22)

Utzii0t � fii0t � Utzii0t ci; i0˛I ; i < i0; t˛T (23)

Gtzii0t � wii0t � Gtzii0tci; i0˛I ; i < i0; t˛T (24)

Gtztj � wtj � Gtztj cj˛J ; t˛TS (25)

where Ub, Ut and Gt are lower bounds; Ub, Ut and Gt , upper
bounds.

The retrofit of steam systems may involve adding new units,
which are mostly boilers and turbines in refinery cases. Eq. (26)
is then introduced to limit the maximum number of additional
units:

X
b˛B�

zb þ
X
t˛T �

zt � Nmax (26)

where B� and T � are the sets of new boilers and turbines
respectively.

In the case that the import steam can directly be utilized in the
process, the objective function for steam system optimization and
retrofitting is to maximize the cost reduction given by the differ-
ence in annual operating cost (AOC) minus the annualized invest-
ment cost of the retrofit ðJAICret;P1Þ:
r plants in a petroleum refinery, Applied Thermal Engineering (2013),
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P1 : max
xP1;zP1˛UP1

JP1 ¼ JAOCbase� JAOC� JAICret;P1

JAOC ¼

0
@X

b˛B

X
u˛U

Cufbuþ
X
i;i0˛I

X
t˛T C

Ccwqcwii0t þ
X
i˛I

Cimp;s
i f imp;s

i

�
X
i˛I

Cexp;s
i f exp;si þCimp;ewimp;e�Cexp;ewexp;e

1
Athrs

JAICret;P1 ¼ A
X
b˛B�

 
zbC

fix
b þCvar

b

X
i˛I

fbi

!
þA

X
t˛T �

0
@ztCfix

t þCvar
t

X
i;i0˛I

fii0t

1
A

where xP1 and zP1 are vectors of the continuous and binary vari-
ables respectively, UP1 a feasible solution space defined by the
constraints, and A the annualization factor. The numerical value of A
will be 0.2 in the following case studies.

xP1h

8>><
>>:

f bfwb ; fbi; f
bd
bi ; fbu; fii0 ; fii0t ; f

ld
i ; f venti ; f imp;s

i ; f exp;si ;

hbi; hi;hii0t ;Dh
is
ii0t ; qb; q

cw
ii0t ;wii0t ;wtj;wimp;e;wexp;e

cb˛B; i; i0˛I ; j˛J ; t˛T ;u˛U

9>>=
>>;

zP1h

(
zb; zt ; zbi; ztj; zii0t ; z

imp;e; zexp;e

cb˛B; i; i0˛I ; j˛J ; t˛T ;u˛U

)

UP1 ¼ fxP1; zP1jEqs:ð1Þ � ð26Þg

With the use of binary variables and the presence of
bilinear terms in the energy balance equations, model P1 is an
MINLP.

For other cases where the import steam is not qualified to be
directly utilized, a simple and economical way of improving its
quality is needed. Given the investment andmaintenance costs, it is
proposed to use steam ejector(s). Let fei be the steam flow rate from
steam-jet ejector e to steam header i, and fiei0 the flow rate of high
pressure level i steam used in ejector e to upgrade the low pressure
import steam to level i (or the steam flow rate from header i to i0 via
ejector e). Thus, the mass and energy balances for header i, Eqs. (1)
and (2), are rewritten as in Eqs. (27) and (28):

X
b˛B

fbiþ
X
i0˛I
i0< i

X
t˛T

fi0itþ
X
i0˛I
i0< i

fi0iþ f ldi þFpsi þ
X
e˛ε

fei

¼
X
i0˛I
i0> i

X
t˛T

fii0tþ
X
i0˛I
i0> i

fii0 þFpdi þ f venti þ f exp;si þ
X
i0˛I
i0> i

X
e˛ε

fiei0 ci˛I

(27)

X
b˛B

fbihbi þ
X
i0˛I
i0 < i

X
t˛T

fi0ithi0it þ
X
i0˛I
i0 < i

fi0ihi0 þ f ldi Hdeaer þ Fpsi Hps
i

þ
X
e˛ε

feihei ¼
 X

i0˛I
i0 > i

X
t˛T

fii0t þ
X
i0˛I
i0 > i

fii0 þ Fpdi þ f venti

þ f exp;si þ
X
i0˛I
i0 > i

X
e˛ε

fiei0

!
hi ci˛I

(28)

The following constraints describe the mass and energy bal-
ances for steam-jet ejector e. Eq. (29) states that the low pressure
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import steam ðf imp;s
i00 Þ may be upgraded to different levels i through

ejectors e. The steam flow from ejector e to header i (fei) is
comprised of the upgraded import steam ðf imp;s

i00ei Þ and the used high
pressure steam ðfi0eiÞ, as given in Eqs. (30) and (31).

f imp;s
i00 ¼

X
i˛I
i < i00

X
e˛ε

f imp;s
i00ei ci00˛I (29)

fei ¼
X
i00˛I
i00 > i

f imp;s
i00ei þ

X
i0˛I
i0 < i

fi0ei ce˛ε; i˛I (30)

feihei ¼
X
i00˛I
i00 > i

f imp;s
i00ei Himp;s

i00 þ
X
i0˛I
i0 < i

fi0eihi0 ce˛ε; i˛I (31)

For any ejector to make level i steam, the entrainment ratio
ðRi00i0 iÞ is defined in Eq. (32) as the ratio of the level i00 to level i steam
flow rate:

Ri00i0i �
f imp;s
i00ei
fi0ei

ce˛ε; i; i0; i00˛I ; i0 < i < i00 (32)

In addition, Eqs. (33)e(35) are imposed to limit the connections
of steam ejectors. As stated, an ejector is only allowed to use steam
at a high pressure level i0 to upgrade the import steam at a low
pressure (level i00) to a medium level i.

ze �
X
i00˛I

zi00i0ei ce˛ε; i0; i˛I ; i0 < i (33)

ze �
X
i0˛I

zi00i0ei ce˛ε; i00; i˛I ; i00 > i (34)

ze �
X
i˛I

zi00i0ei ce˛ε; i00; i0˛I ; i00 > i0 (35)

The flow rate constraints for ejectors are given by Eqs. (36)e(38):

Ue

X
i0˛I

zi00i0ei � f imp;s
i00ei � Ue

X
i0˛I

zi00i0ei ce˛ε; i00; i˛I ; i00 > i (36)

Ue

X
i00˛I

zi00i0ei � fi0ei � Ue
X
i00˛I

zi00i0ei ce˛ε; i0; i˛I ; i0 < i (37)

Ue

X
i00;i0˛I

zi00i0ei � fei � Ue
X
i00;i0˛I

zi00i0ei ce˛ε; i˛I (38)

In cases where the import steam is to be upgraded, the objective
function is also to maximize the cost reduction:

P2 : max
xP2;zP2˛UP2

JP2 ¼ JAOCbase � JAOC � JAICret;P2

JAICret;P2 ¼ JAICret;P1 þ A
X
e˛ε

 
zeCfix

e þ Cvar
e

X
e˛ε

X
i˛I

fei

!

xP2hxP1W
n
f imp;s
i00 ; f imp;s

i00ei ; fi0;ei; fei; hei ce˛ε; i; i0; i00˛I
o

zP2hzP1Wfze; zi00i0ei ce˛ε; i; i0; i00˛Ig
UP2 ¼ fxP2; zP2jEqs:ð3Þeð38Þg

This model (P2) is also an MINLP.
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Table 3
Steam and power demands of the refinery.

Steam demands (101.0 bar) 13.0 t/h
Steam demands (20.6 bar) 146.3 t/h
Steam demands (4.5 bar) 196.5 t/h
Power demands 81.3 MW
Shaft demand 1 15.2 MW
Shaft demand 2 7.7 MW
Shaft demand 3 5.3 MW

C.-L. Chen et al. / Applied Thermal Engineering xxx (2013) 1e106
4. Industrial case study

A real steam system in a petroleum refinery is considered for
operational optimization and retrofits to demonstrate the appli-
cation of the proposed model. Fig. 1 shows the current layout and
operating conditions of the steam system, with the demands data
shown in Tables 2 and 3. The steam system has three boilers, four
levels of steam headers and four steam turbines. Note that there are
two 101-bar headers operating separately. In addition, the steam
production rate of the site boiler (208.3 t/h) is fixed. As for the
steam turbines, ST1 is used for power generation (28 MW), while
ST2-ST4 for providing shaft power. The process supplies 27.3 t/h of
low pressure steam to the 4.5-bar header, and 35 t/h of steam
(18 bar and 215 �C) is imported from a neighboring steel mill as a
result of total site steam integration. Even though the import steam
is below the medium pressure level of 20.6 bar, it can be used for
heating. Therefore, the medium pressure steam demands are
reduced from 146.3 to 111.3 t/h. The annual operating cost for the
current conditions is 299.3 M$/y, as shown in Table 4.

Four sequential scenarios are analyzed, involving optimization
of operating conditions (scenario 1), modification (scenario 2) and
addition of units (scenario 3), and steam quality upgrading (sce-
nario 4). Thus, model P1 is solved for scenarios 1e3 and P2 for
scenario 4. In each scenario the model is implemented in the GAMS
environment [28] on a Core 2, 2.53 GHz, 1.00 GB RAM processor
with BARON as the MINLP solver [29].
Table 4
Summary of the refinery case study.

(M$/y) Current Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
4.1. Scenario 1: optimization of the existing steam system

In this scenario, the objective is to optimize the operation of the
steam system without changing its layout. Hence, adding new
equipment is currently not allowed (i.e. Nmax ¼ 0). To reflect the
layout in Fig. 1, the values of structural binary variables (i.e. zb, zt, zbi,
ztj and zii0t) are predefined. In addition, zimp,e ¼ 1 and zexp,e ¼ 0 are
set beforehand because typical petroleum refineries always need to
import electricity. For clarity, these variables are divided into three
sets: zv;S1P1 contains all binaries to be determined by optimization,
z1;S1P1 contains those set to one, and z0;S1P1 those set to zero.

zv;S1P1 ¼ f

z1;S1P1 ¼

8><
>:

zimp;e; zb¼1; zb¼2; zb¼3; zt¼1; zt¼2; zt¼3; zt¼4;

zbi¼11; zbi¼22; zbi¼33; ztj¼21; ztj¼32; ztj¼43;

zii0t¼131; zii0t¼151; zii0t¼252; zii0t¼353; zii0t¼344

9>=
>;

z0;S1P1 ¼ zP1 � zv;S1P1 � zv;S1P1

where b˛B ¼ {1e3} denotes boiler B1, the site boiler B2 and boiler
B3; t˛T ¼ {1e4}, turbines ST1eST4; i˛I ¼ {1e5}, headers of
101 bar for B1 and for the site boiler, 20.6 bar, 4.5 bar and
condensate; and j˛J ¼ {1e3}, shaft demands 1e3. Note that zv;S1P1
is an empty set. Therefore, the model can be solved as a nonlinear
program (NLP) by treating all binary variables as parameters.

Fig. 3 shows the optimized operating conditions. The optimi-
zation result suggests that boiler B1 should produce more steam
(increased from 154 to 199.4 t/h) for turbine ST1 to generate more
Table 2
Site conditions of the refinery.

Total working hours 8000 h/yr
Fuel oil LHV 42,800.4 kJ/kg
Electric price 0.13 $/kWh
Steam price 36 $/t
Fuel price 824.3 $/t
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electricity (increased from 28 to 33.1 MW). Thus, the power import
can be reduced from 53.3 to 48.2 MW. The optimized steam system
has an annual operating cost of 297.2 M$/y, which corresponds to a
2.1 M$/y cost reduction compared to the initial case. However, it
can be observed that the flow rates of the let-down stations are still
high because the optimization is limited by the existent layout: the
steam production rate of the site boiler is fixed (208.3 t/h), and
turbines ST2eST4 cannot use more let-down steam because they
are only in charge of satisfying shaft demands 1e3 (15.2, 7.7 and
5.3 MW). Hence, the following scenarios will focus on the retrofit of
the existing system to further improve steam utilization.
4.2. Scenario 2: modification of steam turbine ST1

The second scenario evaluates the benefit of modifying the
existing units without adding new equipment. For simplicity, boiler
B1 and the site boiler as well as all steam headers are not consid-
ered for retrofitting. The modification of turbines ST2eST4 is also
excluded because they are designed to provide given amounts of
shaft power. Meanwhile, turbine ST1 generates 33.1 MW of elec-
tricity and discharges 20.6-bar steam and condensate. By consul-
ting the manufacturer, it is known that turbine ST1 can be modified
to discharge steam at 20.6 and 4.5 bar. In addition, the necessity of
using boiler B3 is doubtful, because it is operating at its minimum
capacity (Fig. 3). Hence, B3 and ST1 are the only units to be retro-
fitted, and P1 is then solved with the inclusion of their potential
changes. The binary sets for this scenario are as follows:

zv;S2P1 ¼ fzb¼3; zbi¼33; zii0t¼131; zii0t¼141; zii0t¼151g

z1;S2P1 ¼

8><
>:

zimp;e; zb¼1; zb¼2; zt¼1; zt¼2; zt¼3; zt¼4;

zbi¼11; zbi¼22; ztj¼21; ztj¼32; ztj¼43;

zii0t¼252; zii0t¼353; zii0t¼344

9>=
>;

z0;S2P1 ¼ zP1 � zv;S2P1 � z1;S2P1

Fig. 4 shows the optimal design for scenario 2. Note that turbine
ST1 is modified and now discharges 4.5-bar steam to meet the low
pressure steam demands. Consequently, there is no let-down flow
between the 20.6- and 4.5-bar headers, and boiler B3 is switched
off. Converting ST1 from a condensing turbine to an extractive
turbine results in a significant reduction in fuel consumption.
However, the power generation is less than that in scenario 1, and
Annual operating cost 299.3 297.2 261.8 257.8 254.0
Fuel cost 229.9 232.9 190.7 193.2 169.5
Steam cost 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 26.7
Power cost 54.0 48.8 58.2 51.7 54.8
CW cost 5.4 5.4 2.8 2.9 3.1
Cost saving to previous

scenario (M$)
e 2.1 35.4 4.0 3.8

Installed cost (M$) e e 10.0 5.0 5.0
Payback (y) e e 0.28 1.25 1.32
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Fig. 3. Operational optimization for the existent plant (scenario 1).
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therefore more electricity (increased from 48.2 to 57.5 MW) is
imported from the public grid. Such a retrofit requires an estimated
investment of 10 M$ and gives a 35.4 M$/y reduction (�11.9%) in
operating cost compared to scenario 1. With payback time being
only 0.28 y, this is considered economically worthwhile.

4.3. Scenario 3: addition of new equipment

Having modified turbine ST1, the inclusion of an additional unit
(i.e. Nmax ¼ 1) is considered in this scenario for further improve-
ment. Given the high let-down flow rate between the 101- and
20.6-bar headers, it is proposed to add a new steam turbine
(denoted by ST5) in between to generate electricity. This gives the
following binary sets:

zv;S3P1 ¼ fzt¼5; zii0t¼235g
z1;S3P1 ¼ z1;S2P1 Wfzii0t¼131; zii0t¼141g
z0;S3P1 ¼ zP1 � zv;S3P1 � z1;S3P1

where t ¼ 5 denotes turbine ST5. Note that adding a new boiler is
not considered because the steam demands can bemet even having
an existing boiler shut down.
Fig. 4. Optimal steam distributi
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The optimal solution for scenario 3 is shown in Fig. 5, where
turbine ST5 is used to generate 6.4 MW of electricity, and the let-
down flow rate between the 101- and 20.6 bar headers is reduced
to 58.1 t/h. The steam from turbines ST1 and ST5 is used to satisfy
the medium pressure (20.6 bar) steam demands. Note that the
power generation of the steam plant is increased from 23.8 to
30.3 MW and less electricity (51 MW) is imported. The resulting
saving on the operating cost is 4 M$/y compared to scenario 2, and
the required capital investment is estimated at 5 M$ with payback
time of 1.25 y.
4.4. Scenario 4: upgrading the import steam

Based on the retrofit in scenario 3, this scenario considers the
case that the import steam is not qualified to satisfy the medium
pressure steam demands. Hence, upgrading the import steam
would be needed. The amount of steam (18 bar and 215 �C) avail-
able from the neighboring steel mill is 120 t/h. For utilization, the
import steam needs to be upgraded to at least 20.6 bar and 260 �C.
The steam from boiler B1 (101 bar and 486 �C) can be used as the
high pressure steam to upgrade the low pressure import steam in
an ejector at an entrainment ratio of 3.76. Design procedures of
on network for scenario 2.

r plants in a petroleum refinery, Applied Thermal Engineering (2013),



Fig. 5. Optimal steam distribution network for scenario 3.

Fig. 6. Optimal steam distribution network for scenario 4.
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steam ejectors can be found in Perry’s Handbook [30]. The binary
sets for this scenario are as follows:

zv;S4P2 ¼ fze¼1; zi00i0ei¼4113g

z1;S4P2 ¼ z1;S3P1 Wfzt¼5; zii0t¼235g

z0;S4P2 ¼ zP2 � zv;S4P2 � z1;S4P2

where e˛ε ¼ f1g denotes the ejector; i˛I ¼ f1e6g, pressure
levels of 101 bar, 101 bar, 20.6 bar, 18 bar, 4.5 bar and condensate.

Fig. 6 shows the optimal design obtained by solving model P2.
The steam ejector is used to make qualified medium pressure
(20.6 bar) steam from 24.6 t/h of the high pressure (101 bar) steam
and 92.5 t/h of the imported low pressure (18 bar) steam. Conse-
quently, the steam production of boiler B1 is decreased from 200.2
to 150 t/h. Note that all let-down flow rates are zero, which in-
dicates complete utilization of steam energy without waste. The
site generates 33.6% of the electricity required, and the deficit is
made up by power import from the public grid. The annual oper-
ating cost of the steam plant is 254 M$/y, or a 1.5% reduction
(�3.8 M$/y) compared to scenario 3. In summary, the result sug-
gests increasing steam import from the neighboring plant and
Please cite this article in press as: C.-L. Chen, et al., Retrofit of steam powe
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thereby reducing the production of high pressure steam from the
boiler. The cost of a steam ejector can be taken as 5M$ although it is
actually less expensive than a steam turbine. This gives the payback
time of 1.32 y.

The optimization results for all scenarios are summarized in
Table 4. Here, we analyze different circumstances and evaluate the
potential benefits of various retrofit potentialities. The results show
that various degrees of retrofit can break the limitation to improve
total site performance.

5. Conclusion

The steam power plant of a petroleum refinery is studied in this
article. Based on the proposed unit models, a comprehensive
mathematical model is presented for analysis and design of the
steam power plant, where the design problem is formulated as a
mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP). The assessment of
existent steam power plant in a refinery can be fulfilled by the
proposed comprehensive steam system model, which includes the
operational optimization, retrofit of existent units, and import
steam integration. The results show that the existent layout limits
the steam utilization performance. Hence, the retrofit strategy is
r plants in a petroleum refinery, Applied Thermal Engineering (2013),
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adopted to break this limitation, and the site performance can be
improved. Significant reduction has achieved in operating cost by
13.8% in the studied case, where an existent condensing turbine is
modified into an extractive turbine, and one new steam turbine is
adopted for generating electricity. In addition, by applying inte-
gration technique, the corresponding cost saving is up 15.1%. This
work can be accomplished by the steam ejector to enhance lower
grade imported steam to the desired level, which improves the
usability of steam import. The payback time for the retrofit cases is
lower than 0.5 year, which shows the suggestions given by the
proposed model are promising to enhance the efficiency of steam
system in a refinery.
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Nomenclature

Indices:
b index for boilers
e index for steam-jet ejectors
i index for pressure levels or steam headers
j index for shaft demands
t index for steam turbines
u index for fuels

Sets:
B {bjb is a boiler, b ¼ 1,., B}
BT {tjt is a back-pressure steam turbine, t ¼ 1,., BT}
CT {tjt is a condensing steam turbine, t ¼ 1,., CT}
ε {eje is a steam ejector, e ¼ 1,., E}
I {iji is a pressure level, i ¼ 1,., I}
J {jjj is a shaft demand, j ¼ 1,., J}
T {tjt is a steam turbine, t ¼ 1,., T}
T ε {tjt is a steam turbine for generating electricity, t ¼ 1,.,

TE}
T S {tjt is a steam turbine for producing shaft power, t ¼ 1,.,

TS}
U {uju is a fuel, u ¼ 1,., U}

Parameters:
Cexp;s
i unit cost of exported i level steam, $ kg�1

Cimp;s
i unit cost of imported i level steam, $ kg�1

Cu unit cost of fuel u, $ kg�1

Ccw unit cost of cooling water, $ kg�1

Cexp,e unit cost of exported electricity, $ kW h�1

Cimp,e unit cost of imported electricity, $ kW h�1

Fpdi process demanded steam at header i, kg s�1

Fpsi steam from process entering header i, kg s�1

Himp;s
i enthalpy of imported i level steam, kJ kg�1

Hps
i enthalpy of steam supplied by processes and delivered at

header i, kJ kg�1

HLHV
u low heating value for fuel u, kJ kg�1

Hsat;l
u enthalpy of saturated steam at steam header i, kJ kg�1

Hdeaer enthalpy of water leaving a deaerator, kJ kg�1

Ri00i0 i flow ratio of i00 level import steam over i0 level carrying
steam

thrs total operating time, h
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DTsat
ii0 inlet-outlet saturation temperature difference across

turbine (�C)
Wd

ii0t design shaft output (kW)

Wdem;s
j shaft demand j, kW

Wdem,e total electricity demand, kW
U an arbitrary larger number
4 fixed blowdown fraction for boilers
hb boiler efficiency (0.93)

Ub;Ub upper/lower bounds of steam flow rate for boiler b, kg s�1

Ue;Ue upper/lower bounds of steam flow rate for ejector e, kg s�1

Ut ;Ut upper/lower bounds of steam flow rate for steam turbine
t, kg s�1

Gt Gt upper/lower bounds of power generation for steam
turbine t, kW

z*;yP1 set of binary parameters assigned to *˛ {0,1} in scenario y
of P1, y ˛ {S1,S2,S3}

z*;S4P2 set of binary parameters assigned to * ˛ {0, 1} in scenario
S4, P2

Continuous variables

f bfwb boiler feed water for boiler b, kg s�1

fbi steam output from boiler b to steam header i, kg s�1

f bdbi blowdown water for boiler b at pressure i, kg s�1

fbu fuel u consumed in boiler b, kg s�1

fei steam flow rate from ejector e to header i, kg s�1

fii0t steam flow rate from header i to header i0 through a steam
turbine t, kg s�1

fii0t steam flow rate from header i to header i0, kg s�1

fi0ei steam flow rate from header i0 to header i via ejector e,
kg s�1

f exp;si steam export flow rate from header i, kg s�1

f imp;s
i steam import flow rate to header i, kg s�1

f imp;s
i00ei steam import flow rate of i00 level to header i via header e,

kg s�1

f ldi desuperheating boiler feed water injected into header i,
kg s�1

f venti vented steam at header i, kg s�1

hbi enthalpy of steam generated by boiler b entering header i,
kJ kg�1

hei enthalpy of discharge by ejector e entering header i, kJ kg�1

hii0t enthalpy of discharge by steam turbine t entering header
i0, kJ kg�1

hi enthalpy of steam header i, kJ kg�1

hit outlet enthalpy of condensing steam turbine t, kJ kg�1

Dhisii0t insentropic inleteoutlet enthalpy difference across
turbine (kJ/kg)

JAOC the annual operating cost of the optimized steam system
JAOCbase the annual operating cost of the base steam system

JAICret;y the annual installed cost of retrofitted steam system, y ˛
{P1, P2}

qcwii0t cooling water used for condensing turbine t, kW
wii0t power produced by steam turbine t, kW
wtj shaft power produced by steam turbine t to shaft demand

j, kW
wexp,e electricity exported, kW
wimp,e electricity imported, kW
xP1, xP2 vectors for continuous variables in P1 and P2

Binary variables:
zbi 1 denotes connection of boiler b and header i
zb 1 denotes presence of boiler b
r plants in a petroleum refinery, Applied Thermal Engineering (2013),
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ze 1 denotes presence of steam ejector e
zi00i0ei 1 denotes i00 pressure steam is brought by i0 pressure

steam via ejector e to header
zii0t 1 denotes connection of steam turbine t between i and i0

headers
ztj 1 denotes connection of steam turbine t and shaft

demand j
zt 1 denotes presence of steam turbine t
zexp,e 1 denotes presence of electricity export
zimp,e 1 denotes presence of electricity import
zP1, zP2 vectors for binary variables in P1 and P2

zv;yP1 set of binary variables in scenario y of P1, y ˛ {S1,S2,S3}

zv;S4P2 set of binary variables in scenario S4, P2, y ˛{S1,S2,S3}
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